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Happy buyer....got some items that DF dosn't even offer any more...
Posted by thenorthman - 2007/08/27 00:33

_____________________________________

Hello,
Just got a 5 piece set off of ebay of the classic Dungeon sets.
Room & Passage Set (set MM02)
Narrow Passage Set (set MM014)
Deluxe Room Set (set MM09)
15 Short Passage Set (set MM010)
Advanced Builder Set (Set MM017)
So even though I am late in getting these items (started collecting/using them Gencon 2007) I have
managed to get some stuff DF dosn't offer anymore. Just need to get a Ogre Room and a few other
items for the classic section. Got these five items for something like $20 over retail so the way I see it I
paid $20 for shipping. :O
I want to get some of the Tavarn / building sets but might have to wait until Gencon 2008. Shipping is a
killer up here to Alaska using UPS Ground. Nearly 1/3 of total price of items is what it is averaging out to.
Of course probably have it better than someone international. :O
Well that is all just excited to get these items. :o
Sean
============================================================================

Happy buyer....got some items that DF dosn't even offer any more...
Posted by lupus - 2007/08/27 00:56

_____________________________________

Congratulations on the buy. Now I know who pipped me in the auction :) Not that I had that much money
to spend having just put my pre-order in as well as taking advantage of the Gencon web special on the
MBS :)
Welcome to the hobby :) Blasted thing is really addictive isn't it?
I just joined at the end of 2006 and have amassed a good number of sets. The Ogre's Den is cute, but
as others here have said, not 100% versatile. But fun to own anyway :) PIty my bank balance isn't that
happy about the new addiction :D
BTW don't complain about the shipping to Alaska. You should see what the international guys have to
pay :( My last order, the shipping came to the same ammount as the order.....which is kinda sad as I
could have seen so many more pieces at DF I would have liked to pick up
============================================================================
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Happy buyer....got some items that DF dosn't even offer any more...
Posted by Wereweasel - 2007/08/27 01:39

_____________________________________

Sean,
Congrats on that GREAT selection of new sets!
Although they're all excellent sets to have, I personally find that the Advanced Builder, Narrow Passages
and Deluxe Room Sets are by far my favorite, (and oft-used) sets from the Master Maze/(classic
dungeon) line.
If you don't have any of these sets yet, I think you'll be amazed at how much they will enhance your
collection.
BTW, Welcome to the forum.
Steve
============================================================================
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